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1

Objective

The purpose of this document is to describe the steps involved in accessing and using OpenClinica for electronic
data capture and clinical data management within the EPoS trials.
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Data Flow in the EPoS Study

An eligible subject will first be randomised: site staff must enter their data into the Randomisation System (see
EPoS Randomisation Guidelines). Following successful enrollment the subject will automatically be created in
OpenClinica with the Subject ID number assigned by the Randomisation System. The OpenClinica data capture
system is hosted and maintained by Frontier Science Scotland (FSS).

Figure 2.1. The transition of a subject through the randomisation system into the
OpenClinica. An eligible subject will be entered into the randomisation system, and
following successful enrolment, the randomisation system assigns the subject to the
appropriate trial and a corresponding surveillance group, and their own unique
Subject ID number.

3

User Account Creation

The process for creating your user accounts is summarised below in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1The process for the creation of the user accounts for randomisation and OpenClinica systems.
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Upon site activation the Principal Investigator (PI) provides a list of all users authorised to access EPoS Study
systems.
Once you have completed the “New User Registration” on the Frontier Science website (as outlined in the “EPoS
Randomisation Guidelines”) FSS will confirm your authorisation and you will receive two sets of usernames and
passwords – one for each of the Randomisation and OpenClinica systems.
Your password for OpenClinica will be a one-time password assigned by FSS, and upon first log-in you will be
asked to change it to a password of your choice.

4

Accessing OpenClinica

To access OpenClinica once you have received your usernames and passwords, please visit https://fsdmzrdg01.myfss.co.uk in your internet browser, and you should be taken to the login screen as shown in figure 4.01.
For easy future access you can save this link in your favourites in your browser, or save a shortcut to the page on
your desktop.

Figure 4.01: the OpenClinica login screen

4.1

Logging in for the First Time


Enter your OpenClinica username and password, as provided by FSS and click the “Sign in”
button.



Please note that you username must include the pre-fix “myfss\” as shown in figure 4.11. It is
possible that after the very first login, your internet browser may remember and automatically
display this for future logins. But it must precede your username every time to successfully login.

Figure 4.11: “myfss\” should be added before the username
in the login box
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You will then be asked to change your password as your one-time password will expire after first
use, as shown in figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12 the message shown after first log in using your
one-time password. Click “here” to change your password.



Follow the instructions and click on the link to change your password.

4.2 Changing Your One-Time Password


You will then be prompted to change your password as per figure 4.21

Figure 4.21 changing your password after first log in. You must
choose a password according to the below requirements.
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You must choose a password which:
 Has a minimum of 10 characters
 Contains at least three of the following:
 Uppercase letters of European languages (A-Z, with diacritic marks, Greek and
Cyrillic characters)
 Lowercase letters of European languages (a-z, sharp-s, with diacritic marks,
Greek and Cyrillic characters)
 One number (0-9)
 Non-alphanumeric characters (special characters) (!, $, #, %)
OpenClinica User Guidelines v1. 13 April 2015

Any Unicode character that is categorized as an alphabetic character but is not
uppercase or lowercase. This includes Unicode characters from Asian languages.
Does not contain your name or username
Has not been used in your last 5 passwords






Enter the password details required, and click submit. Figure 4.22 shows the screen which
confirms your password has been successfully change

Figure 4.22: The screen displayed when you have successfully
changed your password.

o Click “OK”
o You will then return to the log in screen shown above in figure 4.01. Enter your username and new
password, and click “Sign In”
 Your password will expire every 90 days, and you will be prompted to reset it at this time. Please
follow the instructions onscreen at this time, which will repeat the steps outlined above.

4.3 Launching OpenClinica
o Following successful login with your chosen password, you will be taken to the EPoS portal - click on the
icon called “EPoS Project”
o A popup box will appear as shown in figure 4.31: select the “Open with” button, check “Do this
automatically from now on” tick box, and then click “OK”.
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Figure 4.31 Click “Open with” and OK to establish the secure connection to the database.

o Another popup box will then open asking you to confirm the remote connection shown in figure 4.32. Check
“Don’t ask me again” tick box and then click “Connect”.

Figure 4.32 Popup box to confirm the connection is trusted. Click “Don’t ask me again”
and then “Connect”

o One final popup will appear asking you to re-enter your username and password for security: please enter
these again, remembering to add “myfss\” at the start of the username (Figure 4.33)

Figure 4.33 Enter username (starting with “myfss\”) and
password when prompted

o You may be prompted to choose a security setting as in figure 4.34. If so choose “user recommended
settings” and then click OK (figure 4.34).
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Figure 4.34 may appear the first time you login. Choose “recommended settings” and click
OK

o You will then be taken to the final stage of the login process which is the OpenClinica homepage as shown
in figure 4.35. Here you enter the same username and password again, but this time “myfss\” is not
required.

Figure 4.35 the OpenClinica Login page. Enter the same username and password without the “myfss\” prefix.
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5

The Subject Matrix

Once you have successfully logged in you will be taken straight to the “Subject Matrix” page, which is also the
home page for your site (figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Subject Matrix – default home page in OpenClinica

All subjects enrolled at your site will be listed here. The default view for the subject matrix is 15 subjects per
page sorted numerically, but you can change this in the dropdown box above to 25 or 50 patients, or you can
use the search box in the top right to find a specific subject (using the Study Subject ID number only). The
matrix can also be ordered or filtered by any of the columns.
Following a successful randomisation the newly enrolled subject will be added to the OpenClinica database,
and appear at the bottom of this list within 10 minutes. Subject ID numbers are 6 digits long and assigned
incrementally study-wide in order of randomisation.
You can return back to your Subject Matrix at any time, from anywhere in OpenClinica by clicking on “Subject
Matrix” or “Home” in the top left of the blue status bar.

6

Study Events

A ‘study event’ is a visit or encounter in the study where patient data is captured. These are pre-defined and are
specific to the study. Each ‘Study Event’ is comprised of one or more Case Report Forms (CRFs), which collect
specific data associated with this visit.
Each study event is listed across the top bar of the Subject Matrix (the column headers), and for each subject there
is a status icon for each event, which provides information on the status of the data entry for that subject’s event.
In figure 6.1 we can see 5 subject records listed, with their subject ID number in the first column, and three study
events in the next three columns: Baseline Data; Previous Baseline Colonoscopy; and Study Completion/Endpoint
Data.
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Figure 6.1 the Study Event names are highlighted in red. Each subject has a status icon for each event, according to the status
of the data entry.

 Statuses are defined later in this guide in section 9.3 Status Icon Key:
You can see in figure 6.1 that for subject RJ-2 the status icon of “BASELINE DATA” is “Data entry started” because
the data entry process in this even has already begun. For all other subjects the status of this event is “Scheduled”.
For every enrolled subject, the first study event will automatically default to “Scheduled” to prompt you that this data
needs to be entered, but all other study events will remain “Not started”.
To view more information about the event status for a particular subject, hover your mouse over the icon and an
information box will appear.
Some study events are non-repeating, which means that they will only ever be completed once – the “Baseline
Data” event is a non-repeating event, since it captures the eligibility and demography data, and the information
about the subjects baseline colonoscopy which will only be recorded once. Other events such as “Previous Basline
Colonoscopy” or “Unchseduled Colonoscopy” are repeating events, which means you can schedule and enter
these as many times as is required foir that subject throughout the study.

7

Entering Data

To begin the data entry for a subject, click on the icon associated with the study event you wish to complete.
 For the study event “Baseline Data” which has already been scheduled, click on the icon and then click on
“View/Enter data” which appears in the pop-up box (figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1 the pop up box which appears when you click on the study event’s status icon. From here click
“View/Enter Data” to proceed to data entry in the CRFs.

 For all other study events, click on the status icon, and click “Schedule” in the pop up box. The screen
shown in figure 7.2 will appear – the “Study Event Definition” and “Start Date” will default to the study event
you selected and the current date. The remaining fields are not applicable to EPoS, so leave blank and
click “Proceed to Enter Data”

Figure 7.2 The screen which appears when you schedule a new event. Leave the fields with their
default values and click “Proceed to enter data” to be taken to the CRF list.

You will then be taken to a list of the Study Event’s CRFs which require completion– and each CRF also has it’s
own data-entry status icon.
 Click the “View/Enter Data” icon
under the actions column for the first CRF, as shown in Figure 7.3.
This will take you into the question list for this CRF: work your way through the completion of each CRF in
the study event.
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Figure 7.3 The CRF list presented when you begin the the data entry process for a study event. Click on the
“View/Enter” icon in the “ACTIONS” column to enter data into the CRF.
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Completing a CRF

Once you have clicked “View/Enter” data for a CRF you will be taken into the CRF page, which may have one or
more sections or ‘tabs’ to complete. Work your way through each question, clicking the button titled “SAVE” at the
bottom of the page when the questions are completed, to proceed through the tabs of the CRF.
 Required (mandatory) field are marked with a red asterisk (*) and these fields must be completed before
the system will allow you to save.
 If you click SAVE without answering these mandatory question, you will be prompted to do so. The error
message “Missing data in required field” will appear at the top of the screen, and a red exclamation mark (!)
will be displayed next to the required question, as shown in figure 8.01. This will require correction of the
error before allowing you to save, so please complete the missing required data and click ‘SAVE’ once
again.
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Figure 8.01 The message displayed at the top of the CRF when a ‘required field’ has not been completed.The
required field is highlighted with a red exclamation mark (!).Once this has been corrected the data can be saved.
The “Mark completed” tick-box is highlighted in yellow.

Conditional Questions

8.1

Some questions on the CRF are ‘parent’ questions which means a new, additional question will appear once you
have answered, which is conditional to your answer in the parent question. Please ensure both questions are
answered.
o Figure 8.10 shows an example of this on the DEMOGRAPHY CRF:

Figure 8.10 the answer to the parent question “Trial Enrolled” in the DEMOGRAPHY CRF will prompt
an additional question be to asked, which is conditional on the answer.

o When the parent question “Trial Enrolled” is answered, a new conditional question appears depending on
the answer.




If EPoS I trial is selected, then the second question “Group Assigned” will appear with the
EPoS I options,
If EPoS II trial is selected, then the second question “Group Assigned” will appear with the
EPoS II group options,
If EPoS III trial is selected, then the second question “Group Assigned” will appear with the
EPoS III options.

o
13
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o

In this example, EPoS trial has been selected, and the “EPoS I Group Assigned” has appeared, and
answered as “Group 2: surveillance colonoscopy at 10 years”.


HOWEVER, if you wish to change your answer to the parent question (EPoS Trial) then you must
first delete your answer to the conditional question, by choosing the blank option from the
dropdown list. Otherwise, both Group options for EPoS I and EPoS II will be displayed. Figure 8.11
illustrates this:


Response A shows that “EPoS I” has been selected for the trial, and “Group 2” selected
for the group.



Response B shows that the “Trial enrolled” answer has been changed to EPoS II without
the group answer being deleted; therefore the “EPoS I Group” does not disappear, and
remains answered, as well as the options for “EPoS II Group” question and options which
now appear.

Figure 8.11 Response A shows that the answer to the parent question “Trial enrolled” will prompt a
conditional question “Group assigned” to appear; Response B shows that if the answer to the parent
“Trial enrolled” is changed, without deleting the answer to the conditional “Group assigned”
question, it will remain selected, and the conditional question for the new answer will also appear.
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You must first delete the answer to the conditional question (by selecting the blank option), and
then change your response to the parent question. This way, the conditional question will update
accordingly, and any questions which are no longer relevant (based on your answers), will
disappear.
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If you mistakenly forget to delete your answer to the conditional question, and have two answers
selected, then an error message will appear when you click SAVE and prompt you to correct your
answers (figure 8.12). You will not be able to proceed without correcting.

Figure 8.12. The error message which appears when the conditional question response has not been deleted,
but the parent question response has changed. The error message is specific to your response, and will
highlight what questions requires correction. In this example, “EPoS I Group assigned” should be deleted by
selecting the blank option, since the “Trial enrolled” parent question has been changed to “EPoS II”.

8.2 Marking a CRF as Complete
If you have answered all of the questions on the CRF (or at least all of the questions that can be answered), and
don’t need to return to it later to finish, then click the tick-box next to “Mark CRF Complete” before clicking
SAVE. This box appears on the last tab of each CRF and is highlighted in yellow in figure 8.20.
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Figure 8.20 Final page of the CRF, with “Mark CRF Complete” tickbox highlighted in yellow

o Ticking this tells the data management team that you have finished entering the data on that CRF.
o Upon selecting this box the following message will pop-up and ask you to confirm the data entry is
finalised.

Figure 8.21 The confirmation message which displays when selecting “Mark CRF Complete” tickbox. Double Data
Entry is not applicable to EPoS.

Please click “OK” to proceed. Please note that as per the message in figure 8.21 data can still be edited later
following any corrections or updates. Double Data Entry is not required for the EPoS Trials and therefore the
second part of this message is not applicable.
If you wish to save the data entered, but the CRF is not yet completed and you intend to return to it later to finish,
then just click SAVE, and leave the “Mark Complete” un-ticked. Please remember to mark CRF complete when you
return to it later.
Once the CRF has been completed and saved, it will return you back to the previous screen with the CRF list for
that event, and you will see that the CRF status icon has changed accordingly, as per figure 8.22. Work your way
through every CRF in the list to complete all the data required in this study event.
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Figure 8.22 The CRF list in the study event has been updated. The status icon of the “ELIGIBILITY” CRF is “Data
Entry Complete” because the user has selected “Mark CRF Complete” tick-box on the CRF; and the status icon
of “FINAL BASELINE COLONOSCOPY” CRF is “Data Entry Started” because the user has started the data entry
process but has not yet ticked “Mark CRF Complete”.

The data entry for a study event is only considered finished once all CRFs listed in that event are marked as
complete.

8.3 Editing Data Previously Marked as Complete
Once CRFs have been marked as complete, they can still be edited – but any changes to the data will require the
user to report a reason for the change.
To change data, you navigate to the CRF the same way as described above: from the Subject Matrix, click on the
study event icon, and click “view/enter data”.
In the CRF list, locate the CRF you wish to edit which will now have the
in figure 8.30.
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icon (Data Entry Complete) as shown
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Figure 8.30 the CRF list in an event showing three CRFs now marked as complete

In the “Actions column” click on the button titled “Administrative Editing” icon to go into the CRF.
For each data item that is changed, you must provide a “Reason for Change” Discrepancy Note. To do this:
o Click the blue flag ( ) next to the data item you have updated to open the discrepancy note
window (figure 8.31
o Complete the fields:
 Description - a brief description of the correction e.g. error correction
 Detailed Note - provide more information on what was changed and why
 Type of discrepancy - should be “Reason for Change”
 Set to Status - is Not Applicable for this type of discrepancy note
o Click “Submit and Close”
o The blue flag next to this data item in the CRF should have changed to a white flag
means no further action is required.

which

o Click SAVE on the CRF page.

Figure 8.31 “Reason for Change” discrepancy note action. Required to be
completed when amended data after a CRF has been marked as complete.
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If you make a change and attempt to save without completing a “Reason for Change” you will be alerted to the error
as shown in figure 8.32, and not permitted to save the change without providing a reason.
o Follow the steps above to report a reason, for the item highlighted by “!” and click SAVE to
proceed.

Figure 8.32. The error displayed when a change has been made in a CRF marked complete, without a
Reason for Change reported.

9
9.1

General Notes
Navigating

Please avoid using the “forward” and “back” buttons on the internet browser in OpenClinica: because of the
nature of the data transmission, the previous page will often expire which can cause you to lose unsaved data or
lose your place in the record you were in. Therefore, please use the links within the page itself, at the top of the
application (Home, Subject Matrix etc.) and the “Exit” buttons to navigate around.

9.2 Logging Out
Please ensure when you are finished using OpenClinica that you click the “Log Out” link in the top right hand corner
of your screen. This will end your session properly – required for data security and correct function of the
application for a more stable connection.
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9.3 Status Icon Key
Meaning

Definition

Not Started

The data entry process of the Study Event or CRF has not yet begun. If the Study Event is not
required (i.e. an unscheduled exam)

Scheduled

The Study Event has been scheduled for data entry, but the data entry process has not yet
begun

Data Entry Started The CRF has been opened for the data entry process to begin. Some or all data may be entered
but the CRF is not yet marked as complete.
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Stopped

A study event status has been manually changed to “stopped”. Not applicable for EPoS

Skipped

A study event status has been manually changed to “skipped”. Not applicable for EPoS

Completed

A CRF will be ‘completed’ when all required data has been entered and saved, and the “Mark as
complete” tickbox has been ticked within the CRF. A Study Event will be marked as complete
when all individual CRFs within the event have been marked as complete.

signed

When the completed CRF/Event has been electronically signed by the investigator. Not
applicable for EPoS.

Locked

The study event status has been manually changed to Locked to prevent any further data
changes.

Invalid

A CRF has been removed from a Study Event by the data management team, and cannot be
completed or changed by any user.

User Support and Troubleshooting

 You have not received your login details for OpenClinica
 Please contact your local EPoS trials Investigator in the first instance to ensure your authorisation has been
logged on the “User Authorisation Form”:
 If NO please ask the Investigator to update the form, and send it to FSS, who will then issue you with
login details
 If YES - You have already been registered on the “User Authorisation Form” but not received your
password, then please email epos.support@frontier-science.co.uk
 You have forgotten your password for OpenClinica
 Your account will be locked after 5 failed login attempts. If you have forgotten your password or locked your
account please email epos.support@frontier-science.co.uk who will reset and issue you with another one-time
password. You will be prompted to change it to a password of your choice upon first log in, as per section 4.2
above.
 You know your password for OpenClinica and you would like to change it
 On the first portal login page, before you enter your username and password, please click “Password Reset”
link below the username/password boxes:

20
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Figure 8.41 to change your password at any time, click “Password Reset” on the main log-in page (left); then follow the
instructions to set your new password (according to the requirements detailed in section 4.2) and click “Submit” (right).

 You are using the correct username and password but login is failing
 Please check that “myfss\” is written before your username at the login window – this should only need to be
typed the first time you login and it should then it should be automatically completed at each subsequent login.
However, there’s a chance it could have been deleted or changed.
 Please email epos.support@frontier-science.co.uk if you are still experiencing problem
 You have randomised a new subject but the subject does not appear in OpenClinica
 If you have received the email confirmation of successful patient enrolment (with the randomisation results file
attached) then please check OpenClinica again in 1 hour, in case of a technical delay.
 If after 1 hour the subject still does not appear in the subject matrix, please email
epos.support@frontier-science.co.uk and attach the randomisation results file.
 If you did not receive the email confirmation of patient enrolment and results file, the randomisation may not
have been successful. Please attempt randomisation again, or if you are still experiencing problems then email
epos.rando@frontier-science.co.uk.
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Helpful Documents

Please refer to the below documents for guidance on the following topics
 Randomisation – EPoS Randomisation Guidelines
 Guidance and timelines for completing the CRF – EPoS CRF Completion Guidelines
 General information about the EPoS trials – EPoS Trials Protocol
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